Welcome to the British Weight
Lifting Scoring System

Who is it designed for?
BWL has developed a fully bespoke scoring system for use at national events. It has
been specifically designed to help the following groups of people

Coaches and Athletes can use the scoreboard to follow the progress of
competition. It lets them know when to lift, who is lifting and how much to lift
Technical Officials can use it complete weigh ins, judge lifts and control the
timing clock
Spectators can use the scoreboard to see who is leading the competition and
keep track of how their favourites are doing

Clock & Attempts

Gareth Evans
Great Britain

The clock shows how long a
lifter has to make an attempt.
If the clock reaches 0 a ‘no lift’
is recorded. The clock is
controlled by a referee on a
iPad.

Ray Williams
136
163
Men’s 73kg

These squares will turn green
or red depending on whether a
lift is a success or a failure.
The top three represent the
snatch and the bottom three
are for the clean & jerk.

Lifter Info & Weight

Gareth Evans
Great Britain

All the lifter
biographical
information is taken
directly from the entry
form.

Ray Williams
136
163
Men’s 73kg

This box shows the
current attempt
number and weight.

Profile Picture & Partners

Gareth Evans
Great Britain
Ray Williams
136

Every lifter is
photographed at weigh
in using an iPad linked
to the system, so you
can recognise each
lifter on the platform

163
Men’s 73kg

These are the current
BWL partners, check
out our website for full
details of their offers to
BWL members.

Referee’s and Upcoming Athlete

Gareth Evans
Great Britain
Ray Williams
136
163
Men’s 73kg

These boxes show the
referee decisions after
each lift, turning green
for a good lift and red
for a no lift. A simple
majority is needed for
each lift.
This is the next lifter due
onto the platform. This can
change regularly as
coaches make changes to
attempts from the warm up
room using iPads linked to
the system.

Warmup Room Scoreboard Intro
An expanded scoreboard is available in the warmup rooms for coaches to analyse and
count lifts. It is also on displayed intermittently to the general audience.

Lot Number
The ‘Lot Number’ is a randomly allocated number used to determine the order lifters
weight in.

Starting Weights
Each lifters bodyweight is recorded by Technical Officials at the weigh in using iPads
linked to the system. The first attempt weight for the snatch and clean & jerk are
declared at the weigh by each lifter. They are submitted by iPad directly into the
scoring system.

Progression of the competition
The lowest weight is attempted first, with the bar becoming progressively heavier
until every lifter has completed 3 attempts in the snatch. This is repeated in the
clean & jerk. The system is known as the ‘rising bar’. Sometimes it means a lifter
can make 2 or even all 3 attempts back-to-back. Lifters can coaches can change their
attempts in the warm up room via an I pad that is connected to the system.

Successful & Unsuccessful Lifts
Green squares indicate "good" lifts and the red squares show "no" lifts. Yellow
indicates which lifter is currently competing.
If an athlete secures a “good” lift, they will have to increase the weight by at least 1kg
for their next attempt. If an athlete misses a lift, they can repeat the weight or increase
the weight.
If an athlete fails to record at least one successful attempt in either the snatch or clean
& jerk a DSQ symbol will appear and they will not progress in the competition

Total & Placings
The athlete will receive a total when they have recorded at least one successful
attempt in both the Snatch and Clean & Jerk.
The total is made by adding the lifters highest successful Snatch and Clean &
Jerk attempts together.
The lifter with the highest total will win the competition. If two people are tied
then the winner is the person who achieved the total first.

Platform Clock
This is the screen the athletes can see when they are on the platform during
an attempt.

The three squares indicate the
decisions of the three referees
This is how much time the lifter
has to make their attempt after
they have been ‘called’ by the
Speaker. There is a buzzer at
30 seconds to indicate the time
remaining. If it reaches 0
before an attempt is made the
lift is automatically a failed
attempt.

Leaderboard: Single Groups
Brand new to the BWL system is the introduction of a leaderboard to
quickly and simply show who is leading each part of the competition.
It will update after each lifter has
completed an attempt.

Image from Standings screen to be added here

If there is only a single group
running all the lifters will be
shown on the screen.
The lifters who occupy the
podium positions are shown on
the left.
During an attempt the screen will
revert to the athletes profile

Leaderboard: Multiple Groups
If there are multiple age groups or bodyweight categories competing alongside each
other at the same time, there will be a separate leaderboard for each competition.
The leaderboards are
displayed side by side to make
it easier to differentiate
between each event
There are no podium pictures
to ensure that every athlete’s
info can fit onto the screen.
During each attempt the screen
reverts to an individual lifters
profile similar to the single
group set-up

